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Abstract 7 

Complementary mesoscopic investigations have been carried out on a notched specimen, made 8 

of Fe-3%Si steel and submitted to fatigue loading. Load control fatigue testing was conducted to 9 

ensure localised cyclic deformation and the resulting displacement fields were measured by means of 10 

Digital Image Correlation (DIC). Electron Channelling Contrast Imaging (ECCI) and Electron Back-11 

Scatter Diffraction (EBSD) complete the DIC data by giving a different view of the local plasticity, as 12 

they image the dislocation structure and map their related characteristics, such as misorientation.  13 

Hence, two misorientation based criteria, namely Grain Reference Orientation Deviation (GROD) 14 

and Grain Orientation Spread (GOS) were considered for EBSD analysis. Based on a previous study, a 15 

<GOS> – ∆εt abacus has been coupled with a <GOS> - DIC abacus in order to evaluate locally the 16 

encountered strain field and link this latter to an equivalent total strain variation. The obtained 17 

results have been discussed from the evolution of the dislocations structures, as observed by ECCI.  18 

This combination of mesoscopic techniques clearly emphasizes the local deformation by means of 19 

both qualitative and quantitative measurements. On one hand, DIC and EBSD measurements indicate 20 

the presence of strain localisation which can be correlated to a certain level of cyclic strain 21 

amplitude. On the other hand, the variation of the strain levels and its distribution when moving 22 

away from the notch are confirmed by the dislocation structures evolution seen by ECCI. Such 23 
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structures vary from cells, vein and channels and entangled dislocations regions as the analysed 24 

areas go away from the notch.  25 

At a local scale, the DIC measurements behave as numerous virtual extensometers while its 26 

combination with EBSD and ECCI data confirms the correlation with the accumulated cyclic strain. 27 

1. Introduction  28 

Nowadays, the knowledge and the understanding of the plasticity phenomena remain fantastic 29 

challenges for both engineers and researchers. On one hand, it allows the design of materials and/or 30 

components that exhibit superior mechanical properties by optimising their microstructure and by 31 

improving thermomechanical treatments to which those latter are submitted. On the other hand, it 32 

allows a lifetime optimisation as materials may undergo various types of constraints when in 33 

operating conditions.  34 

One of the constraints which has a high occurrence concerns the fatigue loading, which can be 35 

related to expected or unexpected in-service conditions. Indeed, fatigue corresponds to the 36 

progressive and structural damage that occurs when a material is subjected to cyclic loading. It is a 37 

major cause of component failure in many industrial domains such as construction [1,2], energy [3–5] 38 

and transportation [6–10].  39 

 The Fe-3%Si steel (M330-35A) is of prime interest in regards with the industrial sectors mentioned 40 

above. As it belongs to the non-oriented electrical steels, it is frequently used for its electrotechnical 41 

properties obtained by a well-controlled combination of chemical composition, grain-based features 42 

(morphologic and crystallographic texture) and sheet thickness (350 µm). It is then particularly 43 

adapted to rotating machines such as alternators.  44 

This steel and more generally the iron-silicon electrical steels have been specifically optimised for 45 

their electrical properties and more precisely for the prediction of core losses to improve electrical 46 

machine design [11–14], but less their mechanical properties. Nevertheless, the rotor design 47 
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improvement requires now to clearly know their mechanical properties and more precisely their 48 

fatigue properties.  49 

 Within the last decades, metallurgists and mechanical engineers have developed robust 50 

characterisation tools to characterise the plastic deformation that occurs during fatigue. Although 51 

the synergies and tools were initially different, the frontier between their approaches become more 52 

and more narrow. Indeed, metallurgists pay more attention to microstructural developments ranging 53 

from more or less complex dislocation interactions to more mesoscopic misorientation build-up. To 54 

their side, the mechanical community evaluated deformation in terms of stresses and strains and 55 

part of them are focusing on microstructural impact through micromechanics.  56 

 Several interesting tools may then be considered for investigations at the mesoscopic and 57 

macroscopic scales. Electron Back-Scatter Diffraction (EBSD) and Electron Contrast Channelling 58 

Imaging (ECCI) bring valuable information regarding deformation as it can be viewed from 59 

microstructural evolution. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) gives quantitative data regarding the strain 60 

and stress field at various scales.  Finally, simulation based on Finite Element Modelling (FEM), arises 61 

to predict or validate materials and component behaviours. 62 

All those techniques take benefits from a constant development brought from their respective 63 

community, which give a more precise ability for the plastic deformation analysis [15–24]. When 64 

regarding their applications to fatigue behaviour, those approaches are often used separately [25–65 

27], although few recent works tried to perform some correlation [24,28–31]. However, only a 66 

fragmentary view of the material characteristics is treated in order to describe mechanisms related 67 

to crack initiation or first steps of crack propagation by focusing on.  68 

 The purpose of the present work is somehow different. Two previous studies performed on the 69 

fatigue behaviour of the M330-35A steel point out the ability of EBSD and ECCI to give mesoscopic 70 

details allowing the explanation of the stress response of the material to strain cycling [32,33]. It was 71 

also shown that, depending on the applied strain, this steel exhibits behaviours corresponding to low 72 
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temperature and high temperature regimes. Moreover, EBSD based criteria pointed out the 73 

associated strain localisation that leads to crack initiation. In the present study, those results are 74 

used as a kind of abacus in order to estimate the fatigue strain encountered during the cyclic loading 75 

of a notched sample. The comparison between the SEM based analysis and the DIC measurements 76 

validates the previous approach on a sample with a more complex shape, for which both stress and 77 

strain distribution is heterogeneous.  Mesoscopic DIC measurements gives a large amount of local 78 

virtual extensometers for the different areas of the sample, while EBSD/ECCI confirm the 79 

encountered strain levels assess the presence of dislocations cells.  80 

2. Material and experimental procedure 81 

2.1. Material 82 

The material considered in this study is the M330-35A of the EN10106 classification (or graded as 83 

36F185 according to ASTM A677). This corresponds to a non-oriented silicon steel with the chemical 84 

composition given in Table 1.  85 

Table 1: Chemical composition of the M330-35A steel (wt%) 86 

Elements C Mn P Si S Al Fe 

wt% 0.003 0.109 0.011 2.884 0.004 0.448 Bal. 

 87 

The material has been provided in thin sheet, 350 µm in thickness, but no details regarding the 88 

rolling conditions have been given by the supplier. It exhibits a ferritic structure (Figure 1) with a 89 

wide grain size distribution [32–34]. The average grain size determined by the intercept method is 75 90 

µm. The sheet thickness corresponds therefore to a thickness of 4 to 5 grains. The grains are not 91 

randomly oriented but are assumed to show a [1 1 1] // ND fibres, resulting from recrystallization as 92 

suggests the literature on iron silicon steels [35,36]. The ideal texture for non-oriented silicon steel is 93 

(001) [uv0] where each grain has two <1 0 0> directions in the sheet plane, and the properties are 94 

nearly isotropic but no industrial process has been developed to obtain this ideal structure yet [37]. 95 
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M330-35A is a soft and ductile material with a Young modulus E=186 GPa and an elongation to 96 

fracture A=28%. 97 

 98 

 99 

Figure 1: Microstructure of the M330-35A steel 100 

 101 

2.2. Fatigue tests 102 

In the previous studies, the main idea was to perform conventional Low Cycle Fatigue (LCF) tests on 103 

smooth specimen to understand the behaviour of the M330-35A steel. In the present case, the 104 

purpose is double. By making a notch in a flat sample, this reproduces a shape feature of a real 105 

component and ensure stress concentrators which may modify the local strain levels.  106 

The LCF tests were carried out on a MTS servo-hydraulic machine on the same shape used in the 107 

previous investigations unlike the introduction of a rounded notch at the mid place of an edge of the 108 

gage length. With this specimen shape (cf. figure 2.a), it is not relevant to perform strain controlled 109 

LCF tests. Hence, a load control ranging from 0 to 700 N in a push-pull mode and with a triangular 110 

wave form was used instead.  111 
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2.3. Digital Image Correlation (DIC) 112 

The DIC analysis, which consists in an advanced non-contact optical technique for displacement 113 

measurement, has been performed on a 2D system from GOM system (Gesellschaft für Optische 114 

Messtechnik). The considered system is constituted of a CCD camera, fitted with a 100mm lens, has a 115 

resolution of 2448*2050 pixels and a maximum frame rate of 15Hz. The post-processing of the data 116 

was performed with ARAMIS ® v6.3.0. software (GOM mbH, Braunschweig, Germany). 117 

To conduct the DIC analyses, the notched specimen was first mechanically polished up to 3µm. Then, 118 

to obtain a speckle surface, a white antireflection paint was applied uniformly on the surface. Once it 119 

was dry, a graphite-based spray is applied in order to obtain correct grey distribution from the 120 

random repartition of black dots on the surface (Figure 2b). This preparation is crucial in order to 121 

have enough contrast and pattern features that allows to perform comparative analysis. [38,39] 122 

The sample was then put into the fatigue testing machine and the camera was placed in front of the 123 

specimen at 90° to its surface (Figure 2c).  124 

Image acquisition was performed before the fatigue test and during the cycle number N=1, 10, 11, 125 

50, 100, 500, 1000 and 2000. The framerate acquisition, coupled with a strobe effect, allows to 126 

acquire around 30 snapshots per cycle. 127 

Thanks to those patterns acquisition, the residual strain field in the unloading state has been 128 

evaluated by comparing the DIC data taken at the minimum stress at each fatigue cycles in 129 

comparison to the reference image taken before the fatigue test.  130 
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 131 

Figure 2: (a) Dimensions of the notched sample, (b) Speckle surface of a notched sample and (c) experimental set-up 132 

2.4. Electron Back Scatter Diffraction 133 

EBSD analysis have been carried out on a FEI Quanta 400 scanning electron microscope fitted with an 134 

Oxford Instruments EDS/EBSD system. The purpose was to obtain EBSD pattern which processing 135 

provides localisation of the strain at a mesoscopic scale. 136 

A Nordlys CCD camera was used for pattern acquisition. Data were recorded at 1 µm step size using 137 

Oxford Instruments Aztec software. The analyses were carried out using both Oxford Instruments 138 

Channel 5 and TSL OIM 7 commercial software. By choosing the highest possible image resolution for 139 

pattern processing and by optimising the Hough transform parameters, an angular resolution of 140 

about 0.3° has been measured. As the grain size of the studied steel is relatively large, the considered  141 

step size for acquisition (1 µm), has been chosen according to the Chen et al. optimization method 142 

[40]. The observations were made on zones of 800 µm x 450 µm in the centre of the useful area of 143 

the fatigue samples. 144 

The local strain levels of the Fe-3Si steel were considered through the Image Quality (IQ) of the 145 

pattern and the study of local misorientation. As kernel and grain based approaches have been fully 146 

investigated in a previous work [32], two criteria are considered here, respectively GROD and GOS as 147 
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they provide more evidences of the local strain. Those criteria, which belong to the grain-based 148 

approach, are detailed hereafter.  149 

Grain Reference Orientation Deviation (GROD) is based on the misorientation between a reference 150 

point of that grain and the other points. The reference point can be the mean misorientation of the 151 

grain or the point of the grain where the KAM is the lowest. Note that the KAM value is defined as 152 

the mean value of misorientation a pixel and its neighbours providing that misorientation does not 153 

exceed 5°, which should correspond to a Low Angle Grain Boundary (LAGB).  It is defined by equation 154 

(1-2). 155 

����� = ���  (1) 

With ωik the deviation angle between orientation of pixel I and reference orientation of grain k. 156 

This GROD criterion is sensitive to the orientation heterogeneities that evolve during deformation. 157 

Grain Orientation Spread (GOS) is based on the misorientation averaged on the whole grain and is 158 

defined by equation (5-4). In this mode each point in the grain is shaded with the same colour in the 159 

maps. 160 

��	� =
1
�������



���
 (2) 

With M the numbers of pixel within the grain k. 161 

Here, the GOS criterion indicates the grains, as defined by orientation parameters, for which the 162 

orientation heterogeneities are the most important. 163 

3. Results and discussion 164 

3.1. DIC displacement field measurements  165 

As mention previously, the residual displacement field in the deformed image was estimated with 166 

the Aramis software by comparison with the initial image of the non-deformed state. From this first 167 

set of data, the strain along the Y axis (i.e. loading axis), εY, and shear strain, εXY were then calculated 168 
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at each stage. The strain distributions at Fmax are shown in Figure 3 as a function of the number of 169 

cycles. Strain was measured with an error of 0.1%. 170 

These results highlight the longitudinal strain localisation at the notch root and the shear bands and 171 

the shear strain in the shear bands. Due to the subset size (9 pixels), which corresponds to a DIC 172 

spatial resolution of 210 µm, the strain distribution in the exact vicinity of the notch cannot be 173 

precisely evaluated. 174 

The evolution of the longitudinal strain εY at the point where the strain is the maximum at the notch 175 

root was also evaluated and reported in Figure 4a and 4b. 176 

Figure 4a shows that the cyclic evolution of the longitudinal strain is in agreement with the cyclic 177 

load, the strain increases when the force increases. Moreover, the maximum strain increases with 178 

the number of cycles up to N=500 cycles. From this number of cycles, the strain evolution is in a 179 

stabilised regime where no more plastic straining occurs as shown in the hysteresis curves (figure 180 

4b). 181 

Note that the presence of a notch induces strain localisation and a behaviour different from the 182 

one observed on smooth samples. Indeed, on a smooth specimen, until the propagation of the main 183 

crack, the strain partition is more or less homogeneous. The resulting measurement by DIC would be 184 

similar to the one obtained with a classical extensometer. In the current case, the most relevant 185 

comparison with smooth samples is to consider an incremental step test method, which is generally 186 

used to obtain a cyclic stress-strain curve. This test was performed under load control mode and the 187 

strain was measured by an extensometer. Once the strain was stabilised, the step was finished and 188 

the load was increased for the following loading step. The advantage of this test is that it needs only 189 

one sample. However, it is important to specify a parameter for the end of a step which is 190 

characterised by a stabilisation of the deformation during cycling. It is considered that the 191 

stabilisation is reached when the difference between two cycles is inferior or equal to 10-4/cycle as it 192 

is shown in Figure 5a. 193 
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Table 1 summaries the results for the considered Fe-3Si steel. The obtained cyclic stress-strain curve 194 

is represented in Figure 5b and compared with the monotonic tensile curve. A cyclic hardening is 195 

observed and for a same stress, the strain is more important in monotonic loading than in cyclic 196 

loading. 197 

Hence, the value of 3% measured by DIC at the notch root after 2000 cycles results from the cycling 198 

at a positive mean stress. When a material is subjected to such condition of loading, it is observed 199 

that the hysteresis loops progressively shift toward positive value of strain and a steady state can be 200 

observed or not. The latter case refers to the ratcheting effect and the total deformation 201 

continuously increases [41]. When a steady state is observed, the total strain remains constant and 202 

the stress-strain evolution evolve either in an elastic way or with plasticity. Figure 4b suggests that a 203 

steady state has occurred, the loops do not shift anymore with increasing number of cycles since 500 204 

cycles and very small plastic strain can be measured on the hysteresis loops. Therefore, the strain 205 

value of 3 % results from an accumulation of cycles. Nevertheless, one may not exclude that the 206 

strain at the notch tip resulting from each type of loading would be different from an equivalent 207 

static loading. Indeed, the strain assessed by the DIC technique is only based on the processing of 208 

displacement field. However, the microstructure behind will be different since the plasticity at the 209 

notch root would activate differently the dislocation displacement.  210 

Note that ratcheting effect also occurs during the incremental step test method. Moreover, the 211 

behaviour of the steel in the localised deformation areas (as observed visually on Figure 4a) 212 

corresponds to zones for which the material response is similar to regimes σys < σmax < 1.2 σys. 213 

Nevertheless, due to stress concentration effect, the associated strain amplitude is more 214 

pronounced. 215 

Then, in order to correlate these results in a more precise way, both EBSD and ECCI techniques are 216 

necessary to be used to complete the DIC measurements otherwise incorrect plasticity mechanisms 217 

may be proposed. 218 
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 219 

Figure 3: (a) Longitudinal strain, εY, and (b) shear strain, εXY, distribution estimation by DIC of a notched sample subjected 220 

to cyclic loading at Fmax for cycle number N=0, 1, 10, 100, 500, 1000 and 2000  221 
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Figure 4: (a) Evolution of the longitudinal strain εY at the notch root and (b) hysteresis curves as a function of the cycle 224 

number  225 

 226 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5: (a) Stabilisation criteria of a step (b) Cyclic vs monotonic stress-strain curve of the Fe-3Si steel 227 

 228 

Table 1: Summary of the fatigue test by steps 229 

 230 

σmax 
Material response Strain (stabilised regime) 

Number of cycles to 

reach the 

stabilisation criteria 

σmax (MPa) σmin (MPa) σa (MPa) εmax (%) εmin (%) ∆εt (%) 

0.7 σys 253 4.4 129.02 0.126 0.008 0.118 100 

0.8 σys 292 3.6 148 0.146 0.008 0.138 100 

0.9 σys 330 2 166.42 0.175 0.018 0.158 200 

σys 364 3.2 138.62 0.622 0.46 0.162 4000 

1.1 σys 403 1.2 202.22 1.89 1.69 0.2 4000 

1.2 σys 437 4.8 221.03 3.83 3.59 0.24 5000 

1.3 σys 495 29.6 262.4 9.31 9.02 0.29 500 

1.4 σys 508 7.2 257.83 15 14.7 0.34 Non stabilised 

 231 

 232 

  233 
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3.2. EBSD analysis  234 

To highlight the ability of the EBSD tool to indicate the strain localisation effect, EBSD analyses were 235 

carried out on the notched sample used for the study of strain distribution by DIC, at N=2000 cycles.  236 

Figure 6 indicates the areas considered for the EBSD analysis on the normal strain distribution map 237 

measured by DIC. The two considered zones are, for the first one, just behind the notch (zone 1) and 238 

in the vicinity of a shear band (zone 2). 239 

 240 

Figure 6: Localisation of complementary EBSD analyses 241 

 242 

In order to have an overview of these broad areas, several maps of 800x450µm were recorded and 243 

stitched to each other in order to form a global map of 1570 x 750 µm² (279 grains) for zone 1 and of 244 

3000 * 815 µm² (483 grains) for zone 2.   The corresponding colour coded IPF, GROD and GOS maps 245 

of zone 1 and zone 2 are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively. 246 

Both IPF, GROD and GOS maps of the zone 1 (figure 7) show orientation heterogeneities close to the 247 

notch. For the IPF map (figure 7a), these heterogeneities correspond to local variation of the colour 248 

contrast. The GROD map (figure 7b) shows that close to the notch (on the right) warmer colours are 249 

obtained, which is the sign of higher misorientation (up to 8°) and strong localisation of orientation 250 
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heterogeneities at the grain boundaries. Further away from the notch, grain interiors become almost 251 

free from misorientation gradients while those latter remain localised at the grain boundaries 252 

vicinity. 253 

The GOS map (figure 7c) attributes a grain colour that depends on the presence of misorientation 254 

gradients within the grain. A gradient colour mapping is introduced: as the misorientation gradients 255 

inside the grain become stronger, the colour evaluates from cold (blue, 0°) to warm (red, 5°) colours. 256 

The EBSD investigation of the zone 1 shows that the grains become less misoriented away from the 257 

notch. This observation is consistent with the strain localisation in this area. Indeed, strain is 258 

correlated with the presence of both statistically stored dislocations (SSD) and geometrically 259 

necessary dislocations (GND), and grain misorientation in deformed areas are inherited from their 260 

presence. Moreover, the misorientation gradients observed inside the grain are consequences of 261 

different dislocations signatures in the grain interior (vein structures) and at the grain boundary (wall 262 

structures) [42]. 263 

For further examinations and correlation with microstructure details and measured DIC values, the 264 

global GOS map was divided in 4 subsets, defined with the black dot square areas of GOS map (figure 265 

7c). The mean GOS, calculated in these subsets, are the following: GOSmean,1=1.55, GOSmean,2=0.89, 266 

GOSmean,3=0.69, GOSmean,4=0.6. 267 

Regarding the zone 2, on the left of the map (figure 8b), there is a slight misorientation gradient 268 

within the grains, associated with a localisation at the grain boundary vicinity. Note that, some grains 269 

exhibit higher misorientations levels. The trend is different on the right side of the map, for which 270 

almost all the grains exhibit no misorientation gradient. This observation is confirmed by the GOS 271 

map (figure 8c), which show a higher amount of grain free from misorientation gradient on the on 272 

the right of the map. This observation is coherent with the DIC map (figure 6). Indeed, the presence 273 

of the shear band which induces higher strain in the left part of the zone 2. 274 
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In this zone, the mean GOS (calculated from the black dot square area of the GOS map in figure 8) is 275 

0.62 and corresponds to the value GOSmean,4 measured previously.  276 

This quick comparison between, i. the DIC strain map of the notch sample at N=2000 cycles and ii. 277 

the localisation of the areas on which EBSD analysis has been carried out, confirms the ability of EBSD 278 

to emphasize the plastic strain localisation.  279 

 280 

 281 

Figure 7: (a) IPF in TD direction, (b) GROD and (c) GOS maps of the Zone 1 of the sample (notch on the right) 282 
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 283 

 284 

 285 

Figure 8:  IPF in TD direction, GROD and GOS maps of the Zone 2 of the sample 286 

 287 

  288 
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3.3. Deeper assessment of the cyclic plastic strain coupling EBSD, ECCI and DIC data 289 

As mentioned previously, the EBSD maps and corresponding measurements give a clear indication of 290 

the strain localisation in the deformed notched sample.  The LCF behaviour of the non-notched 291 

samples has been fully investigated in previous works [32–34] and the obtained results are used to 292 

correlate the strain levels measured with DIC and misorientations measured with EBSD for the 293 

notched sample to an equivalent total strain variation of non – notched samples.  294 

The main issues from these previous investigations are summarized in figure 9. As the total applied 295 

strain increases, the Fe-3% Si steel exhibits behaviours equivalent to low temperature and to high 296 

temperature regimes. For the lowest strain amplitudes, dislocation sources are activated within the 297 

grain and dislocation slip is planar, as also reported for short range ordered alloys. While restricted 298 

by high friction related to the Fe-Si clusters, the dislocation glide length remains sufficient to 299 

accommodate the required strain in a quasi-static regime. This leads to transgranular cracking. By 300 

contrast, for the highest level of deformation, plastic strains and cumulated strains can successfully 301 

reduce the restricted effect of the Fe-Si short range order on the plasticity. Grains accommodate 302 

individually plastic deformation, but dislocation glide through grains is difficult. The resulting 303 

incompatibility effects produce intergranular stresses and strain localisation that generate 304 

intergranular crack initiation (Figure 9a).  305 
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 306 

Figure 9: (a) Schematic representation of dislocations structures involved in the damage of the Fe-Si steel (b) Evolution of 307 

the GROD and GOS maps for LCF test on smooth specimens as a function of the applied strain (c) and (d) corresponding 308 

ECCI observations 309 

 310 

This strain accommodation was suggested from EBSD data processing and imaged by ECCI and two 311 

major conclusions were highlighted (Figure 9b, 9c and 9d). Firstly, the strain accommodation with the 312 

grains is associated by the formation of dislocation structures commonly described in fatigue [43–313 

45]. Nevertheless, due to the stress incompatibility at the grain boundary, the corresponding strain 314 

localisation results in variation of dislocations structure between the grain interiors (vein and 315 

channels) and the vicinity of the grain boundary (walls). This difference can be clearly evaluated in 316 
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terms of misorientations, since veins consists of an agglomeration of edge dipoles, surrounded by 317 

GNDs. By contrast, channels only exhibit very few SSDs. In addition, walls are veins evolutions for 318 

which edge dipoles accumulate and then confine while misorientation increases [42,46–48]. Here 319 

both step size and angular resolution, considered in the present analysis, do not permit a fine 320 

distinction between dislocations rich veins/walls zones and channels. Nevertheless the transition 321 

between veins/channels and walls  results in gradients that were clearly observed through the GROD 322 

criterion [32,49].  323 

On the second hand, a clear correlation between the appearance of a strain localisation as a function 324 

of the applied strain level has been evaluated by taking into account the GOS criterion. Indeed, such 325 

a strain localisation is correlated to misorientation gradients at the grain interfaces. The deeper the 326 

walls structures spread inside the grains, the higher become the gradient. In addition, the number of 327 

grains for which such a localisation effect occur also increases with higher total strain levels.  328 

From these observations, there is a way to estimate the equivalent strain undergone by the 329 

material in the different areas of zone 1 based on the relation established in figure 10 (a) in which 330 

the mean GOS value is correlated to the total strain variation. A numerical correlation is done for an 331 

estimation of the GOS value corresponding to ∆εt > 1.0%. 332 

Therefore, the mean GOS values previously measured on the notched specimen in zone 1 are 333 

reported in Figure 10 (a) and the equivalent total strain variations are deduced by graphical reading. 334 

In addition, these mean GOS values are plotted against the normal local strain value obtained by DIC 335 

in Figure 10 (b).  336 
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  337 

Figure 10: (a) Equivalent total strain estimation in the different zones of the notched specimen from the relation 338 

between GOS and total strain variation established on smooth specimen and (b) mean GOS value of the different zones 339 

of the notched specimen versus the normal strain measured by DIC 340 

 341 

It can be noticed here that a direct correspondence of the normal strain calculated by DIC on the 342 

notched sample with the total strain variation of the smooth samples is difficult and more especially 343 

for the highest strains. Indeed, the LCF study on smooth samples was performed only up to ∆εt=1%. 344 

Above this strain range, the dislocation structure and mean GOS value in the case of smooth sample 345 

are unknown. Also, a precise estimation of the strain by the GOS criteria over a small area is difficult 346 

because large grain size hinders statistical analyses and strain measurements by DIC are made on a 347 

macroscopic scale. 348 

The observation of the dislocation structure in area 1 of zone 1 (zone where highest strains are 349 

reached) by ECCI is shown in Figure 11. It reveals irregular dislocation walls in the process of 350 

transforming into dislocation cells.  351 
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 352 

Figure 11: ECCI micrograph of the dislocation structure near the notch  353 

This structure expresses a more advanced deformation state than those observed in smooth samples 354 

loaded at ∆εt=1%. Therefore, this is consistent with the fact that in area 1, strains superior to the 355 

equivalent total strain variation of 1% are reached and that a ratcheting effect, leading to mean 356 

strain of 3% is observed.  357 

Furthermore, referring to these new results, one possible evolution of mean GOS as a function of 358 

total strain variation is shown in Figure 12. In this figure, the GOS evolution with the total strain 359 

variation is depicted in three stages. During the first stage, the mean GOS is constant over a wide 360 

strain range (from ∆εt=0% to ∆εt=0.7%) because the dislocation structure is homogeneous in the 361 

grain. During the second stage, the mean GOS increases rapidly with the total strain variation (from 362 

∆εt=0.7% to ∆εt=1%), this is due to localisation of the strain at grain boundary and higher 363 

misorientation in this zone.  364 

The linear increase of the mean GOS with ∆εt reflects the increasing ratio between dipolar walls in 365 

the vicinity of grain boundaries and veins in the grain interiors. When the grain is completely filled 366 

out with walls, an increase in strain should trigger the transformation of walls into cells. A new 367 

regime, the third stage, takes then place. 368 
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 369 

Figure 12: Evolution of mean GOS with total strain variation 370 

 371 

The proposed approach, based on a comparison between GROD/GOS misorientation criteria and 372 

linked with DIC measurements and ECCI imaging, differs from the current approaches developed 373 

around EBSD, ECCI and DIC. Although the selected EBSD acquisition parameters (step size, EBSP 374 

resolution) do not permit to detail locally the Nye tensor and calculate precisely the dislocations 375 

densities by lacking of both high spatial resolution and high angular resolution, it allows the 376 

comparison of different zones in the sample and propose a clear view of the local plasticity levels.  377 

Indeed, the major trends of the new EBSD developments are based on high resolution EBSD (HR-378 

EBSD) or Cross-Correlation EBSD (CC-EBSD). Nevertheless, most of the works do not face directly the 379 

calculated GNDs densities, distributions and stress/strain fields with corresponding dislocations 380 

structures for FCC structures (single phase copper and nickel alloys) [30,50,51]. A more recent 381 

approach makes a comparison between cECCI and CC-EBSD in order to explain how entangled 382 

dislocations evolve to wall and channels structure in a DP steel [52].  However, in that latter case, a 383 
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huge amount of data, coupled with a fine step size in terms of EBSD acquisition are required. 384 

Although the corresponding results are highly valuable and bring microscopic details on how the 385 

microstructure evolve during cycling, the scale limitation remains restraint when taking into account 386 

a large zone with a possible variation in terms of dislocations structuration as observed in the 387 

present study. 388 

The same kind of observation can be done for DIC measurements, as for cyclic plasticity, the 389 

measurements are mainly related to the residual strains or the maximum strains, depending on how 390 

and when the data are acquired.  391 

 392 

Conclusions 393 

The current work aimed at proposing a judicious combination of microscopy related measurements 394 

and observations to understand in both qualitative and quantitative ways the effect of cyclic loading 395 

on the microstructure response of a Fe-3%Si steel. Three complementary techniques have been 396 

considered: EBSD, ECCI and DIC.  397 

Although each of the techniques is well known and its application to plastic strain determination well 398 

documented in the literature, some considerations have to be taken into account.  399 

• EBSD analysis, conducting with right selected parameters, can lead to a clear overview of the 400 

plastic strain. However, a particular attention has to be done when post-processing the data. 401 

In general, EBSD data are only linked to misorientation and pattern quality measurements. 402 

The first aspect indirectly characterises the GND dislocations, while the second may be 403 

related with both GND and SSD dislocations. The corresponding strain and stress field can 404 

also derivate from the misorientation measurements, but the acquisition step-size is of prime 405 

importance. 406 
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• ECCI gives a clear observation of the dislocations, as these latter would be observed by TEM. 407 

However, this technique cannot make a distinction between SSDs and GNDs. 408 

• Strain fields obtained through DIC measurements are easily understood. When characterising 409 

the strain fields coming from a cyclic loading, the situation appears to be a bit more complex.  410 

The combination of the data coming from the three different techniques avoid to make some 411 

mistakes. The misorientation criteria obtained with EBSD can easily been associated to dislocations 412 

structuration, as comparing with ECCI observations. In a same manner, such measurements can also 413 

be related to strain levels determined by DIC.  414 

Applied on a notched specimen made of Fe-3%Si steel, submitted to cyclic loading, new details on 415 

the materials behaviour have been obtained.  416 

The DIC measurements clearly emphasise the strain localisation effect during cycling. In addition, it 417 

points out a ratcheting effect, which is more pronounced close to the notch. However, taking into 418 

account the resulting deformation measurement from the DIC data alone does not reflect the 419 

accumulated plasticity of the material. Hence, the use of abacuses, linking local misorientation and 420 

total strain variation, on one hand and misorientation and the DIC measurements of residual cyclic 421 

strain on the other hand, confirms a higher accumulated cyclic strain in the notch region, which can 422 

be related to the combination of a higher strain amplitude with a higher mean strain. This has also 423 

been confirmed by the ECCI observations that show irregular dislocation walls in the process of 424 

transforming into dislocation cells. 425 
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